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Most students at CHS remember sweating through
classes in the 200 hall and escaping the heat by moving the class to the cafeteria. Now, it’s hard to miss
the construction materials in the senior lot and
around the school. But it’s all just a sign of the new,
exciting changes to come.
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Last September, a referendum was passed to improve
Page 12: Bored? Solve this puzzle in your
the high school, and the referendum includes many
free time.
new improvements to the school. $60 million was
allocated for school improvements, including AC and
For now, the exit in the 100 hall has been closed off,
roof replacement, a new front entrance, new rooms
so watch out— the 200 intersection is likely to become
for visual and performing arts, and wellness classes.
even more crowded. However, it’s clear that there are
Over the summer, construction began on the school. many improvements for students to look forward to
The roofs were replaced, and new clocks and an inter- in the coming years.
com system were added in the hallways. The patio
outside the cafeteria has been removed to create
room for construction materials. Luckily, seating will
be moved to the courtyards, so students will still be
able to sit outside during the lunch period.

Principal Smith said, “The next year will be a little
tricky and we hope everyone can be patient and flexible as we adjust to the construction and remember
that the school will be even better when it's all completed! We ask that all students follow the safety signs
Throughout the school year, construction will contin- and fencing that are put up. We don't want anyone
getting hurt or going into areas that are not safe. The
ue so improvements can be added to the building.
Although the AC has not been installed yet, it will be construction is very exciting as we look forward to
some amazing upgrades and additions to the builda project for the school year and into the next suming!”
mer.

FBLA Wins at
Nationals
By: Sophia Lo

This summer, members of the Future
Business Leaders of America Club headed to Anaheim, California to attend the
National Leadership Conference (NLC).
After placing 4th or higher in the state,
15 FBLA members were eligible to attend the national conference and compete with other FBLA members from
around the nation and world.
During the conference, students competed in their respective events and attended workshops, including workshops
about the college search and application
process, entrepreneurship opportunities,
and public speaking skills. Of course, no
trip to Anaheim is complete without a
visit to Disneyland, and students had
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plenty of time to explore the city and
theme park.
Three FBLA members even received national recognition for their efforts. Senior Catherine Zhang placed 9th in the
nation for her event, Business Communications. Now graduated, Sophia
Rusnaczyk and Michael Angeloni placed
3rd in the nation in the Graphic Design
event.
Zhang took a test on different business
communication topics, including grammar and clear communication skills. For
their event, Graphic Design, Rusnaczyk
and Angeloni designed a logo and presented their ideas to a panel of judges.
All members of FBLA did a fantastic job
at the national competition, and congratulations to the national winners!

“We all had a great time in Anaheim! It
was a really fun trip, and the conference
is on such a large scale that it really allows you to meet so many people and
partake in many different events.”
This school year, FBLA plans to continue competing in the regional and state
competition, with hopes to once again
compete at nationals. This coming summer, the National Leadership Conference will be held in Baltimore, Maryland.
Even if you aren’t interested in competing, FBLA might be the plan for you!
FBLA also participates in community
service and fundraising events. The club
works to support the March of Dimes.
For those interested in FBLA, the club
meets in Room 306 on Thursdays during
lunch. Hope to see you there!

When asked about the trip, Zhang said,
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Campus
New Teacher Feature: Jamie
Boyle

Mrs. Boyle’s first job helped her realize that she wanted
to be a teacher. Straight out of college, her job allowed
By: Sophia Stivala
her to supervise interns. “It was very gratifying to share
A new teacher will be welcomed in the fine arts depart- my knowledge with them, she said”
ment. Jamie Boyle will be taking over the technical theatre class, as well as becoming the PAC manager. Mrs. She wanted to teach at the high school level because
high school itself is an important time in everyone’s
Boyle currently has a BFA (Bachelor of Fine Arts) in
lives. She hopes that she can help students find and
Theatrical Design.
develop their interests and strengths.
Mrs. Boyle has always enjoyed going to the theatre ever
When asked about this upcoming school year, Mrs.
since she was a child. Fortunately, she had an active
Boyle said that she is looking forward to getting to
theatre program at her high school. It was there that
she learned about all of the hard work that goes into a know the staff and students. “I have heard many positive things about the Hopewell Valley School District,
production. “I was excited by the way that the techand I am excited to be a part of it.”
nical aspects can bring a show to life,” she said. She
was so excited that it motivated her into going into a
Good luck on a great school year Mrs. Boyle!
profession of it.

New Teacher Feature:
Stephanie Ucles
By: Sophia Lo
With a new school year, there’ll be
many new faces at CHS, including
biology teacher Stefanie Ucles. Ucles
attended The College of New Jersey
and graduated after obtaining a BS in
Biology as well as a secondary teaching
certificate. In addition to teaching,
Ucles will also be one of the assistant
cheerleading coaches.
Before coming to CHS, Ucles taught
at Robbinsville High School. Ucles
also has experience working laboratories. She’s researched in molecular biology and food flavoring labs.
Ucles is enthusiastic about teaching at
CHS and is looking forward to the
school year. This year, she’ll be teachThe Bulldog Reporter

ing three Honors Biology classes and
Introduction to Biology, a half-year
science elective. Her classes go beyond
just textbook learning; she plans to

When asked about what she was looking forward to, Ucles said, “I am very
excited to get to know my students and
become a part of the school community. My goal for this year would be for
all of my students to leave class not
just learning about biology, but having
a deep understanding of science and
biology so they can make informed
decisions as global citizens.”

Besides teaching, Ucles enjoys many
other activities, including dancing.
Through college, Ucles was a dancer,
and now she is also an avid reader and
enjoys watching football. Her favorite
team is the Giants, so be warned Eagles and Cowboys fans!
give her students the chance to solve
Welcome to the school and good luck
real-world problems using what they’ve with the school year!
learned in class.
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New Teacher Feature: Dennis Atkinson
By: Sophia Stivala

It was only in college when Mr. Atkinson decided on
what kind of level that he would teach. He realized that
he wanted to teach at the high school level when he was
taking his classes at Rider. He took field placements in
both a middle school and a high school, and he learned
that he enjoyed teaching much more at the high school.

Out of the many new teachers this school year, Dennis
Atkinson will be the only new person joining the math
department. He will be teaching Algebra II and GeomeWhen asked about the
try this fall.
upcoming school year, Mr.
Some background information on Mr. Atkinson is that Atkinson is looking forward to a successful one.
he went to college at Rider and currently has a double
“The math department is
major in mathematics as well as secondary education.
great, and I can’t wait to
work with them,” he said
Mr. Atkinson knew that he wanted to be a teacher at a
young age. When he was fourteen, he was beginning to about his colleagues.
teach children how to swim. It was at this point that he
Welcome to CHS Mr. Atdiscovered that he wanted to be a teacher. “I enjoyed
kinson!
the rewarding experience that being a teacher brings,
and student teaching was an incredible experience,” Atkinson said. Math was also his favorite subject, so he
decided that it would become his subject of study.

New Teacher Feature: Roshni
Desai
By: Sophia Stivala

This year, the science department will also be welcoming Roshni Desai. Ms. Desai will be teaching Chemistry and Biochemistry.
When asked why she chose to become a science teacher, Ms. Desai said that science was her passion. Ever
since she was a child, Ms. Desai has always had science
as a part of her world. Her main inspiration of pursuing science came from both her mother and her sister.
“They both are nurses and hearing their stories at the
hospital inspired me to focus on the sciences,” she
said.

When Ms. Desai was in college, she had the opportunity to teach all grade levels from elementary school
to the high school. She discovered that she felt the
most comfortable
with the high school
students. It was also
easier to teach the
upper level science
classes, which were
also enjoyable.
This upcoming
school, Ms. Desai is
looking forward to
becoming a part of
the Hopewell Valley
family as well as
meeting the students.

Although she knew that she wanted to be involved in
the sciences, Ms. Desai wasn’t entirely sure what her
profession should be. She decided that she wanted to
Good luck on this
be a teacher when she entered college. She took her
upcoming school
first teaching course where she taught elementary
school students about solar heat. “I loved the experi- year!
ence and knew pursuing teaching was what I wanted
to do in the future.”
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Junior Varsity playing a scrimmage against South Plainsfield. Photo provided by Emily Wang.

Hopewell Valley Girls’ Volleyball

season to coach the freshmen team. Instead, Ryan Tobin, a special education teacher at Hopewell Valley CenBy: Emily Wang
tral High School, will be taking on the responsibility.
Anthony Venanzi and Dan Williams will continue to
Hopewell Valley’s volleyball team had an early start to
their season, with tryouts beginning on August 14th. As coach the junior varsity and varsity, respectively. Wilnine varsity players graduated last year, it was a scramble liams’ goal is that the girls will win at least half of all
to find new athletes. On August 19th, it was announced their games.
that the varsity team will consist of returning players Kira
Atkinson, Johanna Lange, Annalise Wulf, Emily Wang On Monday, August 21st, the girls’ junior varsity and
and ten new players, including seniors Kelly Martin and varsity teams had their first scrimmage against South
Plainfield. Junior varsity started off strong and won
Aiste Srogyte. Annalise Wulf, one of the varsity team
their first and second games, 4 - 24 and 15 - 25, respeccaptains, has high hopes for this season.
tively. Varsity lost by a narrow margin; they lost their
“We have a lot of new players, but we clicked easily and I first game 10 - 25, won their second game 25 - 21, and
lost their third game 23 - 25. The junior varsity and varsithink we're going to have a great team dynamic,” she
ty girls will have a busy 2017 season with twenty-three
revealed.
competitions, not including tournaments.
Unfortunately, Jeffrey Worek will not be returning this
TheBulldog
Bulldog
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Introducing the New Coaches of
the 2017 Fall Season



Tyler O’Neill: Freshman Boys Soccer



Joel Rosario: Assistant Football

By the time that school starts, fall sports have already

been under way for around three weeks. There are
some new coaches for this fall season. The new coaches

for the fall sports includes:


Ryan Tobin: Girls Freshman Volleyball



Brian Leibowitz: JV Boys Soccer



Megan Bonomo: Freshman Field Hockey

HoVal Girls’ Tennis Preseason
2017
By: Marissa Liu



Christopher Skolka: Assistant Football
Christopher Girardi: Assitant Football
Stefanie Ucles: Assistant Cheerleading

Good luck to all of the new coaches and all sports
teams this fall season!

Returning players from last year’s lineup include seniors Marissa Liu, Haley Schoenberger, and Helen Sun,
who were all announced to be captains of this year’s
team.

The girls’ tennis team, last year's Patriot Division champions who set a historical school record, returned to
“We have last year’s number two singles, Marissa Liu,
the courts during the last few weeks of summer to pre- returning to play at first, but we’re going to have a real
pare for the difficult season to come.
fight for the second and third singles positions,”
Burchell admitted. “It’s wide open. We have a lot of
Hopewell’s varsity team suffered the great loss of four potential players. Helen Sun, Haley Schoenberger, and
players: Ana Herning, Lucy Tian, Sarah Bunsa, and
[sophomore] Hope Zheng are among the girls competPaige Baxter. Tian, Bunsa, and Baxter all graduated last ing for the singles spots. Additionally, we’ll be pairing
year, leaving huge gaps in the team’s lineup at third
up new doubles teams from last year. It’s hard to top a
singles, first doubles, and second doubles. Regretfully, school-record-winning team, but we’re going to try. ”
Herning and her family moved to Boston this past
summer, leaving behind her title and legacy as
Hopewell’s girls’ tennis team has originally competed
Hopewell’s first singles. Despite these losses, Coach
in the Group 3 North section of New Jersey, but this
David Burchell is still confident in rebuilding this
year, the girls will be competing in the Group 3 Cenyear’s team.
tral section, which contains schools that are geograph“We have a great tradition of tennis success and we
have a lot of depth in our program. We have an excellent system with Coach Blaikie and the JV team, so I
think we’re going to be alright. Hopewell Valley has
always been competitive and I think we’re going to
have a great competitive season. We got a great bunch
of young women; they’re very excited and enthusiastic,
and the best part of that, I can sense the team coming
together and win or lose, we always have an enjoyable
season, but I’m predicting a winning season.”
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ically closer to Hopewell.
Hopewell will also be competing in the Mercer County
Tournament, which will take place later this month.
With strong teams in previous years, Hopewell has always finished in the top five out of around twenty
schools, and Burchell doesn't expect this year to be any
different.
“You never know the level of challengers until you face
them. Top five; that's our goal. We’ll give it our best
and that’s all that really matters to us.”
The Bulldog Reporter

OP-ED
The Denial of Climate
Change
By: Sanskar Agrawal

Volkswagen, and fairly new start-ups like Tesla or Lucid
Motors. This creation of new technology can help get
rid of the greenhouse gases that poison our atmosphere
and could potentially stop a massive global disaster.
However, the new technology can also create a massive
number of new jobs for the global economy.

You may have noticed the temperature last winter being a bit warmer than other years. You can thank climate change for that. However, some people deny climate change is a reality. While they may decide to deny
or ignore global problems that are resulting from climate change, humanity can ill afford a similar attitude

The problem is exacerbated by the fact that those who
don't believe in climate change hurt our environment
because they preach taking no action to help the environment. There are special interests who are in favor of
fossil fuels, such as coal and oil related companies.
Both of these groups, in fact, sometimes go further and
Climate change is a scientifically proven problem oppose any sort of any government action to help the
which could turn out to be a much more significant environment.
issue for the planet than many people understand.
Such disastrous problems include the earth losing a Such actions can relate to the Trump administration,
large portion of its land mass to water and becoming which has stated that it doesn't believe climate change
nearly uninhabitable for human beings. The over- exists and, in fact, encourages further production of
whelming majority of the scientific community is in coal-based electricity rather than reducing fossil fuel
agreement on this issue.
consumption. Coal-based jobs are definitely at risk, but
green jobs can provide greater employment opportuniSome people believe the climate change we are witness- ties not just for current workers, but for future generaing is a cycle or that the changes they see are not no- tions. Currently, there’s a nationwide demand for solar
ticeable enough. Scientists are capable of studying cy- installers even though solar energy has not fully taken
cles and have made observations from depths of sea to off in the US.
top of the atmosphere. What is more, a +2℃ change in
temperature can cause irreversible change in the ice cap Even if someone does not believe human action is
which can cause enough flooding as to cause a 12 foot causing climate change, why someone would oppose
change in sea levels drowning out a very large portion preventive action to back away from the precipice of
of mankind. Can we feel a 2 degree change (so far the losing our planet is a mystery to me. Why would somechange is sub 1℃)? Probably not, but our planet can.
one not consider the possibility of being incorrect? For
scientists, if the day of precipice does not come, no
Furthermore, the known fact that climate change is harm. However, what if climate deniers are wrong?
real can also bring about technological advancements. Well… it will be too late. Denial in climate change may
For example, electric vehicles (EVs) have become dis- prove in the long term to be devastating for us all, but
ruptive in the car industry. This has brought many ex- even if it doesn’t, what’s the harm in improving the
isting carmakers to start producing EVs like Volvo and planet for our children and our grandchildren?
The Bulldog Reporter
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The Evolution of Political
Discourse and an Opportunitiy for Progressives
and Conservatives Alike

vehemence that's only possible when participants in the conversation are shrouded in the invisibility of cyberspace.

On the Internet, if someone shushes us, we feel “policed”; if
someone blocks or ignores us, we feel "silenced"; if someone
rejects a premise that is foundational to our beliefs, we feel
“hated”; and if someone is condescending or insists we feel
ashamed of ourselves, we consider ourselves to have been
“assaulted.” This style of abrupt, unbridled political discourse
During the late 20th Century, political pundits often spoke
has further infected the mainstream media. All-day cable
of political correctness. This approach to political discourse
news, satellite talk radio, and online news outlets increasingly
often tempered the opinions expressed in the media and for have opinionated anchors and radio personalities with no
some, overly homogenized policy debate in America. Affirma- ethical accountability that contributes to the oppressively
tive action, gays in the military, universal health care and
humid air of insensitivity.
medicare, even the desire to rewrite history books to account
for certain past policies in a better light were issues addressed This is where there is an opportunity for progressives and
in the context of doing what was politically correct. Some
conservatives to harness the energy of policy debate on the
conservatives even came to believe that for an opinion to be Internet, while reestablishing politeness and consideration in
called politically correct, it merely required the support of the political discourse. Today, what many conservatives are tellleft wing of the Democratic Party. Being politically correct
ing progressives online is both easy to understand and empaimposed a modicum of politeness in political discourse, and thize with: stop lecturing us, shaming us, policing our lanit was a sensitivity espoused by progressive Americans.
guage, presuming our ignorance, and referring with conspicu-

By: Paul Frank

But in the 21st century, the Internet hijacked polite political
discourse. “In-your-face” personal expression attacked political correctness as phony and replaced it with the brutal honesty of Twitter feeds.

ous self-righteousness to your own open-mindedness when
we have yet to see any open-minded civil discussion of the
issues.

There's truth in this. We progressives must learn not to assume in bad faith that all conservatives have the same views
Before the Internet, the news media had primary control of on all issues; to lead with our principles rather than our poliinformation exchange and presentation of political discourse. cies; to keep our volume appropriate to dealings with
Television would mass-produce information in scripted forstrangers; and not to become crass when our views are not
mats for mass individual consumption. Today, the Internet
instantly compelling to those with whom we have not yet
endlessly forms, organizes, and reorganizes hubs of individu- established a basic understanding.
als coming together to share information, express opinions,
and react to said information and opinions.
In short, we must remember what dialogue is: a lot of listenWhile several generations of Americans spent years muttering at their television sets in response to daily news, Americans now not only hear the political opinions of exponentially more people than these past generations ever could have
imagined, but Americans can now also put their own opinions out there and share them with this same exponentially
large hoard.

ing to ideas we don't like very much, followed by lining up
the nuances of areas of disagreement and agreement, and
understanding how even those on opposite sides of an issue
can unite.

We must remember we are all human, and therefore, we are
all flawed. We may not be able to convince more conservative
friends, neighbors, etc. to support all the same policy choices,
but by bringing politeness and consideration back to political
The digital age has given everyone a megaphone, a tiny room discourse, we can truly listen and discuss civilly issues with
in which to use it, and anonymity. Whenever the person at one another. We can elevate this historic time of open inforthe megaphone encounters a repugnant opinion or disagree- mation and opinion exchange out of the swamp of shouting
ment from a stranger, the person can disappear in a puff of
matches and find some workable courses of action for the
smoke with no accountability or need to face criticism. Opin- good of our country. That would truly be politically correct.
ion, unattached and unsupported, can sally forth with no
requirement to explain or defend it the moment after it has
been said. This expression of opinions comes out of the Internet disguised as personal conversation but with the sort of
Page 8
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Who is Lindsey
Graham?

he was a Republican.

For example, his views on climate change differ from his party’s
traditional platform. “I’ve talked to the climatologists of the
By: Anna Salvatore
world, and 90 percent of them are telling me that greenhouse
gas effect is real… I want a solution that would be good for the
With classical music playing in the background, he hacks it to
pieces with a meat cleaver. He drops it into a blender and turns economy,” Sen. Graham said in a 2015 debate. Majority Leader
Mitch McConnell (R-KY) and 22 other senators signed a letter
the switch. He smashes it with an impressive-looking block of
urging President Trump to withdraw from the Paris Climate
concrete, and then, for good measure, he douses it in flames.
This is a montage of Senator Lindsey Graham (R-SC) destroying Accord, an action rooted in climate skepticism and “America
his cell phone after President Trump publicly revealed his num- First” policy.
ber.
Additionally, Sen. Graham supports special counsel Robert
Mueller’s investigation into ties between Russia and Trump’s
Although the phone’s obliteration occurred in July 2015, it
campaign. In August 2017, he teamed up with Cory Booker (Dwould fit quite well in today’s political atmosphere. Sen. Graham continues to spar with Donald Trump, whom he has con- NJ) to propose legislation that would limit Trump’s ability to
fire Mueller. He argued that the executive branch needs a
demned on everything from domestic policy to inflammatory
“check and balance,” and Mueller’s ouster “could be the begintweets.
ning of the end of the Trump presidency.”
After the President falsely claimed that 3.5 million people voted
Sen. Graham has been in office for fourteen years, and he’s enillegally in the 2016 election, Sen. Graham responded that he
“would urge the President to knock it off… people are going to trenched in Washington for years to come. For better or worse,
we should make an effort to understand him.
start doubting you as a person if you keep making accusations
against our electoral system without justification.”
We know that he is socially conservative, hawkish on foreign
Later, he sent a blistering response to the President’s derogatory policy, fiercely critical of Mr. Trump, and a proponent of clitweet about Mike Brzezinski, insisting that it “represents what is mate change solutions. However, to label him solely based on
wrong with American politics.” Sen. Graham’s Twitter account one of these identities is foolish. He is clearly not a traditional
Republican, and even the quickest glance at his voting record
is a fount of sharply-worded Trump-driven criticisms.
should dispel the concept of Sen. Graham as a progressive.
Therefore, we must observe him over the next few years without
His opposition to Mr. Trump is well-publicized, and for good
reason. Not many Republican senators are willing to overcome losing sight of context.
party affiliation by criticizing their President. However, his recent media spotlight may be obscuring his complicated political After all, how would you interpret the video of Sen. Graham
smashing his phone without the benefit of context? As a gimlegacy.
mick designed to gain more votes (the cynical viewpoint), a test
to determine the durability of a Blackberry, or the joking retaliaOn the one hand, his voting record shows a strong tendency
towards social conservatism. Sen. Graham has voted to defund tion of one politician against the other?
Planned Parenthood, end affirmative action in college admisWe can consider this from a more practical angle. Sen. Grasions, ban same-sex marriage and adoption, and has strongly
ham’s criticism of Trump may be less harsh than that of Demoopposed Obamacare since its inception.
cratic politicians; nonetheless, it has an amplified effect because
“If I am president of the United States, I wouldn't put one pen- his Republican colleagues are much more hesitant in their opposition.
ny in my budget for Planned Parenthood, not one penny,” he
announced in a Republican debate. He told a Fox News correAltogether, Lindsey Graham is both an unusual politician and
spondent that the organization “harvests organs of the unborn.” an important political player in our nation’s affairs. We cannot
Sen. Graham is also known for his hawkish stances on foreign
policy. In 2015, he joined forces with Sen. John McCain (R-AZ)
to call for an increased military presence in Iraq and Libya.
Meanwhile, in 2014 the senators called for a boycott of the Sochi Olympics and harsher sanctions on Russia.
Then, there is the moderate side of Sen. Graham– the side that
liberal Sen. Al Franken (D-MN) professed he would vote for if
The Bulldog Reporter

safely dismiss him as a moderate, staunch conservative, or any
other convenient label because he defies these norms, and ignoring him would be an act of civic ignorance. Moving forward,
we must be careful to use context in our judgements of Sen.
Graham. This will involve reading fair and accurate news coverage, scrutinizing his actions rather than his words, and further
observing his actions in light of the Republican party’s current
positions. We can and should apply this lesson to all politicians.
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interNational
As Iraqis Declare Victory in
Mosul, UN Scrambles to Heal
the Harm of ISIL’s Reign

selves tried to escape by swimming across. Other
ISIL militants, reported to be Syrian and Libyan
extremists, made a last stand along the banks of
the river.

On August 4, 2017, the commanders of the Iraqi
forces declared Mosul had fallen completely under
their control, marking the end of possibly the largest urban-based battle since the Battle of Berlin
during World War II.

"The battle has reached the phase of chasing the
insurgents that have made it to the outskirts,"
Brigadier General Yahya Rasool announced at a
press conference on the day the expulsion of ISIL
was declared.

"We have seen the last meters and now the final
victory has been announced," said a host on Iraq
state TV. "It's been a rather joyful afternoon here
in Baghdad.”

Whether a victory in Mosul will actually contribute to a stable and secure Iraq has yet to be seen.
However, according to General and Head of U.S.
Special Operations Command Joseph Votel, ISIL
has lost 89.3 percent of its territory in Iraq and
50.7 percent in Syria since the peak of the group’s
occupation in 2015.

By: Paul Frank

Since the end of the occupation of Mosul by the
Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant (ISIL), Iraqi
soldiers have begun to focus on removing any eviMeanwhile, the recapture of Mosul has cost the
dence of the group’s presence in the city, which
lives of thousands of Iraqi civilians and thousands
had begun in mid-2014, in order to lower the
more of Iraqi military forces. Nearly one million
chances of local radicalization.
residents have been displaced by the fighting, creIraqi commanders said the ISIL militants fought ating a humanitarian catastrophe which brought
the United Nations (UN) to its knees. The Iraqi
for every inch of the city with snipers, mortars,
Security Forces (ISF) - despite their training by the
and suicide bombers, forcing the opposing Iraqi
soldiers to fight block-by-block in a densely popu- United States - proved to be poorly prepared for
combat and therefore relied on an increasing
lated maze of narrow alleyways and closed busiamount of coalition air strikes, which resulted in
nesses.
high civilian casualties and extensive damage to
the city's infrastructure. Civilians who managed
The extremist group promised to fight till their
to escape from bombed neighborhoods were reslast breath over the remaining sections of land
they held on the western side of Mosul, Iraq's sec- cued hungry and shell-shocked by the months of
drone strikes, mortar attacks, and car bombs.
ond largest city. As the fight to retake Mosul
reached its final stages, ISIL militants were seen
"We've surpassed our worse case scenario a month
escaping the advancing Iraqi forces by throwing
ago," Lisa Grande, the UN's humanitarian coordithemselves in the Tigris River as their suicide
nator for Iraq said.
bombs exploded. Those who did not kill themPage 10
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A look into your future
Welcome Back to School
By: Sanskar Agrawal

Going back to school can be a difficult experience. I would, therefore, like to take the opportunity to inject some levity into this
major event and compare it with a sport, a scientific invention,
and the financial markets.
Imagine that you’re a small, white little ball. Two players are hitting you back and forth, slapping you with strangely shaped wooden paddles. You bounce back and forth until the unfortunate circumstance when you fall off the table. It’s a long drop, but one of
the players picks you up and places you right back on the table so
their game can resume. This is pretty similar to real-life if you
think about it. One side is school, one side is home, and you’re
bouncing back and forth with no idea where you’re going. Some
people participate in a three-player variation, with the additional
player being “extracurricular activities.”
Now, you’re an electric vehicle humming along the highway on
autopilot. Just like an EV drives itself via autonomy, the year itself
goes from one quarter to the next without even knowing it. It’s

Slammin’ Scopes
By: Michael Stivala
Aries: March 21—April 20
The fifth moon of Mordor in you Jupiter
house means today is the perfect day for you
to take advantage of celestial radiations that
will settle in the third axis of Neptune’s
house of air. Understand? Good, because it’s
like, vitally important that you get that. Lives
are at stake. Also, stop pretending to understand things that you don’t. You think when
you smile and nod that nobody can tell that
you don’t know what’s going on. Everybody
can tell.

easy to take your hands off the wheel, but if you happen to have an
accident, you’re going to get the shock of your life. An “electric”
shock. Might I also add that, if you happen to mishandle your EV,
it will end up being a very costly affair (think Tesla Model S and
how much it costs). Just kidding- messing up in school may seem
like the end of the world, but you have your whole life ahead of
you to learn from your mistakes.
Finally, picture yourself as a stock in a major financial market. If
your value temporarily falls, then you come home disappointed. If
it’s neutral, however, you have experienced an average day at
school. The goal is that your stock goes up in the long term, which
is what investment theory predicts, but it often varies unpredictably in the short term. You have to remember that the stock will fall
sometimes, but it usually gets better in the end.
Now that you have seen yourself as a ping pong ball going back
and forth, a financial market going up and down, or a car on auto
pilot just remember that at the end of the day you are not alone in
this situation. We are all in this crazy world of high school together and at the end of four years we will wish that it wasn’t over so

Did you know that if you spill coffee on a
white shirt, the best way to remove the stain
is to smother it with red wine and then pat it
down with sugar crystals? Try it the next time
you’re trying to impress somebody. Also, stop
being so gullible. Everyone is laughing at you.

Capricorn: December 23—January 20

There’s an old fable about a goat and a blind
chicken walking down a long and winding
path in the woods. They come to a fork in
the path and argue about the virtues of a life
without bathwater. Then, the goat goes home
Virgo: Auguest 24—September 23
to eat cold raisin toast. Keep that in mind
Your childhood dreams of being famous have when faced with the biggest decision of your
finally come true. A photo of you has become life this week.
a MAJOR viral meme in a small European
Aquarius: January 21—February 19
country. I’m not going to tell you which one. According to the sun rising in you second
As you were.
house, you are a person. You often wear

clothes. You really like some knids of food,
but hate others. Often, after being awake for
This week you will meet your soulmate.
Look left. That is the person you will be with many hours, you get tired and need to sleep.
Taurus: April 21—May 21
Based on that accurate profile, believe me
by the end of the year. If no one is on your
Something you ate yesterday was bad. Get
when I say that the stars are telling me that
left, well… stinks to be you #sadface.
ready for a rough couple of days.
you WILL travel this week. There will defiScorpio: October 24—November 22
nitely be some kind of journey from one
Gemini: May 22—June 21
Scorpios are known for their incredible wit, place to another place. So, be ready for that.
Stop being so paranoid, Gemini! Conspiraastounding intelligence, and breathtaking
Pisces: February 20—March 20
cies are silly and almost never true. But if you
beauty. Just keep being awesome!
insist on worrying, wear a frangipani pinned
Remember last week, when I said that next
to you shirt for the next seven days and avoid Sagittarius: November 23—December 22
week was going to be better than that week,
the number 127. I can’t really explain—it’s
but then this week came and it wasn’t actualThis week, the air house in Saturn’s lunar
star stuff. But trust me, that will protect you. rotation is going to cause a major complicaly better than the week you thought it would
be better than? You know where I’m at.
tion for you best friend’s mother’s cousin’s
Cancer: June 22—July 23
boss’ boyfriend. So maybe if you can pass on That’s Jupiter’s fault. I don’t know what to
Today, you will find yourself in a very diffia mess...forget it. I’m going to be honest—I’m tell you—Jupiter is being a total jerk right
cult or very fantastic position involving a
now. As James Dye said: “Better luck next
grasping at straws here. Not a lot is happenfamily member or a person who has a face.
time…”
ing for you this week, Sagittarius. Catch up
Leo: July 24—August 23
on TV or something.
The Bulldog Reporter
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Joke of the Month
Teacher: Donald, what is the chemical formula for water?
Donald: H-I-J-K-L-M-N-O.
Teacher: What are you talking about?
Donald: Yesterday, you said it was H20.
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Welcome to the Bulldog Hindquarter! This supplement is composed of satirical pieces about our school and community. Please enjoy this along with the other articles in this month’s edition.

History Teachers
Wage War Over “Tea
and Coffee Bar”
Exploitation
By: Sullivan Meyer

This August, about two weeks before
the school year began, Tye Meline annexed room “E-195” from the teacher
he shared it with, Steve Ilization.
Mr. Meline, a teacher of US and European history, justified the attack by
saying that Ilization utilized the tea
and coffee bar in the room excessively. Meline even claims that Ilization
allows students to access the drinka-

ble resources provided. “He’s lucky I
real football, and to study only Eurolet him drink my tea,” Meline raged,
pean history is to ignore the arguably
“and now he’s letting minors drink it!” more important historical developments in China and the Americas.”
When questioned about whether he
was worried about a military reThere have also been reports of Ilizasponse from Mr. Ilization, Meline retion preparing PIRATES charts in orplied heatedly, “The little runt likes
der to scare off a military invasion
soccer more than football. He's not
prompted by Meline. Analysts who
tough. His sport doesn’t even cause
have been watching the tensions unCTE!” Mr. Meline even tied his curric- fold say that the PIRATES charts were
ulum into his response, claiming that a prudent move by Ilization, but some
he “had as much control over the situ- say that Concepts may be a more efation as Pope Innocent III had over
fective intimidation tactic. Mr. Meline
Europe.”
has yet to respond to Mr. Ilization’s
preparations.
Mr. Ilization’s only response since the
incident was, “My sport is actually the

Student Hero Boasts
137th Day Breaking Dress
Code
By: Rebecca Michelson

by the Hindquarter staff and gave
statements that will prove to be valuable to any young rebels hoping to follow in her footsteps.

Today marks an important day in the
life of high school junior Andrea Johnson's academic career. While infrequent dress code violations are common at Hopewell Valley Central High
School, today she shattered the previously-held record for the number of
consecutive days the dress code has
been broken by a single student.

When asked about the enormity and
bravery of her accomplishment, Johnson gave a modest reply. "People ask
me how I do it all the time. They wonder how I get away with such a feat of
rule-breaking. But it's really quite simple. On days when I violate the code the
most, I avoid eye contact with teachers
and they don't seem to notice. On other
days, I go about my business as usual
and most teachers simply don't care.
It's really not as hard as most people
make it out to be if you think about the
fact that none of the teachers seem to
believe it matters."

Starting halfway through last year,
Johnson has worked tirelessly to pursue this record. Previous recordholder, Mary Friedan, became a class
icon last year before her graduation
from high school forced her to retire
her legacy.
On Monday, Johnson was interviewed

The Hindquarter staff was not swayed
by Johnson's modesty. When prodded
for stories of her closest calls, she de-

liberated a few moments before replying. "Well, one time, my English teacher
complimented my shorts, which were
half a finger-length too short." The
Hindquarter staff was impressed by
this daunting tale, and know that Johnson's followers can only hope to live up
to her impressive experiences.
Time for Johnson's interview was running short, but interviewers were able
to procure a piece of advice for anyone
interested in taking on the intimidating
task of breaking the school dress code.
"It may seem too hard, but short shorts
are the way to go," Johnson informed
the staff. "Seeing as how meticulously
short length is monitored in this
school, it can be daunting. But have no
fear. If all else fails, girls may find that
showing a bra strap is just as scandalous. It really shows your commitment
to breaking the record."

Choir Director Unveils New
Recruitment Strategy
By: Anna Salvatore
Over the last few years, choir director Barry Tone
has been frustrated with the number of students
joining the choir.
He’s experimented with several different strategies
to drum up support for the program. “I offered to
host pizza parties if students switched to the choir
elective. I made arrangements for the Chamber
Choir to travel to Italy. I even coordinated flash
mobs in the school cafeteria,” Mr. Tone said. “But
there are still not enough students in choir.”
After some deliberation, Mr. Tone has decided to
sing a different, and altogether intriguing tune. He
will now offer each new choir student an all expenses paid vacation to Hawaii.

“You see, my great great great grandfather’s aunt’s
second cousin’s uncle was a Hawaiian king,” Mr.
Tone said as he caressed his arm. “I’m therefore entitled to a few dozen cabanas on Oahu, and some
side benefits, like travel expenses. Did I mention
that one of my bungalows is next to Barack’s?” He
pulled up the sleeve of his right arm to reveal a fullcolor tattoo of palm trees and shimmering turquoise waters.
Mr. Tone’s proposal is already meeting resistance
from the Hopewell community. Junior CHS quarterback Thomas McFougle, who appeared in front of
the choir room wearing a ceremonial lilac lei and
grass skirt last Tuesday, said, “My greatgrandfather was stationed at Pearl Harbor. I love
macadamia nuts. I think our football team deserves
to go to Hawaii too. The choir? Seriously?”

Principal Delaney Tension (Or D. Tension as her
friends know her) was initially opposed to Mr.
Tone plan, and vigorously criticized the lavish gesture. At a recent Board of Education meeting, she
“The trip will be a luxurious 10-day vacation in
was seen animatedly pointing a finger at Mr. Tone
Honolulu, complete with modern amenities, ample
and being restrained by several other attendees.
relaxation time, and 24/7 access to coconut beverHowever, when asked by this reporter two days
ages,” Mr. Tone told the Hindquarter.
later why she had approved the trip, Ms. Tension
refused to comment. She walked away quickly toQuestioned about the resources needed to fund the
wards her car, carrying what looked like a
ukutrip, Mr. Tone responded that he has “Hawaiian
lele case.
royal lineage on my father’s side.” He then produced a foam green ukulele and began to play a
heartbreaking version of “Kawaipunahele.”
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